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The bearded dragon is one of the most popular lizard pets in the hobby today. Because of their

manageable size, easy-to-meet care requirements, and outgoing personalities, these active lizards

are perfect for beginning keepers and experts alike. This expertly-written guide provides the most

complete and up-to-date information on bearded dragons, including housing, feeding, temperature

control, and health care.
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THOMAS MAZORLIG has a BS in biology from Cornell University. He was the editor of Reptile and

Amphibian Hobbyist magazine and currently edits reptile, amphibian, and bird books at TFH

Publications. Tom has kept a wide variety of reptile species and has bred bearded dragons,

chameleons, and colubrid snakes for many years. He lives in South Amboy, New Jersey, with his

partner, a cat, four snakes, and a small herd of tortoises.

This was a great book for my second grader. He had been wanting a bearded dragon book. After

reading reviews on lots of different books, I was concerned that we would end up having to buy

multiple books to find the right one for him. This book is setup in chapters, with plenty of reading and

photos that a second grader likes. The reading level is definitely higher, but I can read it with him

and help out. He can read a lot in the book with help on the bigger words and harder sentences. It

also has lots of text boxes with extra information.Although an elementary level child can read this, I



also enjoyed reading and getting the information for our bearded dragon. It provides plenty of

information about juvenile and adult bearded dragons.This is not written as an all inclusive

instructional book/manual on everything you need to care for a bearded dragon, but it does give a

lot of the information you would need to know. Whether you are considering one, or already have

one, this book is a good read and you will learn something from it.

Bought this for my 8 year old son who is considering getting a bearded dragon. He has read it cover

to cover several times and learned so much about the bearded dragon. He is now using this book

for a book report (3rd grade). It's very informative for him - as well as for me (his mom) in learning

how we would need to care for one.

This book contains basic care for a bearded dragon such as feeding and housing. However it is

completely lacking anything on behavior, and for an animal so rich in personality and human

interaction that is some vital information.All in all it Is a nice quick reference for safe foods and

common medical issues so you dont have to search the Web, but its not as comprehensive as I

would like.

I choose this to research bearded dragons and care.The format was clear preset coffee,diet and

general husbandry.The author provided a good bibliography for further research.

Perfect book. I especially like the way food is separated into categories. Can be fed daily,

frequently, occasionally, and rarely. Also into leafy plants, herbs, fruit, bugs and flowers. It covers

store bought as well as yard and garden plants. Makes owning a dragon more economical.

Certainly a very clever idea. Well designed. No complaints.

Great book!
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